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Abstract : 
 
Turbulent flow past low aspect ratio (AR) thin wing with two different planform shapes viz.,  
rectangular and inverse Zimmerman has been carried out at a Reynolds number (Re)=2.4´105 to 
analyze their aerodynamic characteristics using the Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes 
(URANS) equations coupled to k-e turbulence model. In the present work the aerodynamic 
characteristics of thin wings with different planforms are studied and the three dimensional effects 
which are prominent in low AR are also discussed by comparing with 2D simulations carried out for 
the root section of the wing.  
Keywords: Mulitiblock Finite volume solver, Low Re flow, k-e turbulence model, inverse 
Zimmerman planform, Low aspect ratio wing   
 
1. Introduction  
 
Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) are unmanned autonomous aircraft, with a maximal size of 30 cm and 
flight speed around 14 m/s with 30 minute endurance and weighing below 300 g have gained interest 
from both military and civilian community. A single MAV or a swarm of MAVs can be used 
effectively to measure or gather data in hostile environments, for surveillance in urban and confined 
spaces, and provide situational awareness in a battlefield scenario. In order to gather reliable data, 
these MAVs need to have ability to loiter for a long duration and also have an efficient maneuver 
capability both in open and confined space. During last decade significant progress has been made in 
this field, however no vehicle has been able to achieve a long loiter time or have an efficient 
maneuverability with proper navigational guidance. Several factors which contributed to this poor 
performance are lack of understanding of aerodynamics, structural mechanics and the propulsion 
system at the micro scale and also the inadequate knowledge on the visual guidance and navigation 
systems. On the other hand in nature, biological fliers like insects and small birds with a small brain 
and a limited processing capacity, have evolved like miniature flying machines which efficiently 
perform far more difficult missions compared to those achieved by MAVs. This superior performance 
may be attributed to three factors: ability to generate lift more efficiently than the existing 
technologies, ability to store and release energy efficiently and superior mechanisms of visual 
guidance and navigation.  
 
The small length and the low velocity resulting in a flight regime with a very low Reynolds number 
(104 < Re < 5 × 105) pose challenges in aerodynamic design of MAVs.  Aerodynamic design of 
MAVs, reported so far, have employed different kinds of efficient lift generation systems viz., fixed 
wing [1,2,3], flapping wings [4], flexible wing [5] and rotary wings [6] and or their combinations. The 
fixed-wing MAVs are commonly used because they are simple and easy to implement and they 
usually fly at the upper end of the low Reynolds number regime around 5 × 105 [7]. The growing 
interest in MAVs and their aerodynamic challenges have created the need for improved understanding 
of the aerodynamics and related flow physics.  It is well known from literature [3,7,8] that at low 
Reynolds number, the aerodynamic characteristics greatly depend on the aerofoil geometry. In general 
the MAVs require aerofoil with small thickness and significant camber in order to have a better 
aerodynamic performance at low Reynolds number. Furthermore the small dimension of MAV 
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demand wing with low aspect ratio. Recent research [1,7] has shown that wing planforms which are 
rectangular, elliptical, circular or its variants are ideal for MAV application since they offer more 
lifting area. The present paper focuses on the 3D numerical simulation of turbulent flow past thin wing 
with two different planform shapes viz., rectangular and inverse Zimmerman (formed by joining two 
half-ellipses at the three-quarter chord location) at Re=2.4´105. The major complexity at low 
Reynolds number is that the flow is transitional which is computationally difficult to handle [2,3]. The 
phenomenon of transition from laminar to turbulent flow is not well understood and none of the 
presently available turbulence models can accurately simulate this complex phenomenon. However for 
the present relative performance study the flow is assumed to be fully turbulent and the k-e model has 
been used to simulate the turbulence.  
 
2. Finite Volume Method 
 
2.1 Governing equations  
The phase-averaged Navier Stokes equation for unsteady turbulent incompressible flow may be 
written in non-orthogonal curvilinear coordinates with cartesian velocities as dependent variables in a 
compact form as follows: 
Momentum transport for the cartesian velocity component iU  : 
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where, P  and iU  are the phase averaged pressure and velocity components along i direction 
respectively, m is the fluid viscosity,  jkB  and
j
kb  are the metric coefficients due to transformation from 
cartesian to curvilinear coordinates and J is the Jacobian of the transformation matrix. iu  is the 
fluctuating velocity components and 
iU
S is any momentum source other than the pressure gradient. 
These momentum equations are further supplemented by the mass conservation or the so-called 
continuity equation.  
Mass conservation (Continuity): 
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However the above Eqs. 1 and 2 do not form a closed system due to the presence of the unknown 
turbulent stress term, jiuur-  
2.2 Turbulence modeling  
In eddy viscosity based turbulence models, the turbulent stress appearing in the Reynolds-Averaged 
equations is expressed in terms of the mean velocity gradients as following: 
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where, ijd  is the Kronecker delta and m is the summing index over m = 1, 2, 3. The term ijkdr3
2  only 
ensures that the sum of the normal stresses is 2k as per the definition of k, the turbulent kinetic 
energy jiuuk 2
1
= . The eddy viscosity tm is assumed to be an isotropic scalar quantity whose value 
depends on the local state of turbulence. For the present work standard k-e  model [9] is used to 
simulate the turbulence. 
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2.3 Numerical solution of finite volume equation 
The present computation has been carried out using the in-house multi-block structured RANS 
(Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) code RANS3D [10, 11] developed at the CTFD Division, NAL 
Bangalore.  This code is based on an implicit finite volume algorithm to solve the time averaged 
Navier-Stokes equation for unsteady incompressible turbulent flow coupled to a wide spectrum of 
state-of-the-art eddy viscosity based turbulence models. Further this code uses central difference and 
other higher order upwind schemes for spatial discretization of the convective fluxes and second order 
accurate three-level fully implicit scheme for temporal discretization. An iterative decoupled approach 
similar to the SIMPLE algorithm [12], modified for collocated variable arrangement [13] is adopted to 
avoid the checkerboard oscillations of the flow variables. The system of linear equations derived from 
the finite volume procedure is solved sequentially for the velocity components, pressure correction and 
turbulence scalars using the strongly implicit procedure of Stone [14]. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Computational details:  
Two dimensional simulation has been carried out for the root section of the rectangular planform 
which is Selig-4083 mean camberline at a Reynolds number of 2.4 ´ 105, based on the chord length 
(C) of the section and wind speed of about 14 m/s. The section of the wing is a thin camberline with 
1% thickness deposited and the leading edge (LE) is modeled by fitting a spline whereas the trailing 
edge (TE) is closed by simply joining at the mid point.  Using the in-house grid generation code [15] a 
H-grid topology (193×63) is generated and the near wall grid spacing is so adjusted to maintain a      
y+ < 3. The third order accurate QUICK [16] scheme for convective flux discretization coupled to 
scalable standard  k-e  turbulence model [9] has been used for the present 2D computation.  
 
Three dimensional flow simulations have been carried out for the flow past thin wing with two 
different planforms (rectangular and inverse-Zimmerman) having a semi-span of 0.6 C and whose 
cross-section is Selig-4083 cambered line with 1% thickness. The flow Reynolds number for this 
analysis has been fixed as 2.4´105 based on the root chord length (C) and wind speed of 14 m/s. For 
the present study a H-H grid topology with two blocks (one for the suction and other for the pressure 
side) covered by 193 × 63 × 69 grid points along the stream wise, normal and span wise directions 
respectively has been generated using the in-house grid generation code [15].  Typical view of the grid 
on the wing surface and the symmetry plane for the two planforms are shown in the Fig. 1. The 
computational domain and the boundary conditions used for the present simulation are shown in     
Fig. 2. Relatively coarser grid with the near wall y+ around 35 with the first order upwind scheme [17] 
for convective flux discretization coupled to standard k-e  turbulence model [9] has been used for this 
three dimensional analysis.  The eddy viscosity at far field is assumed to be ten times of the laminar 
viscosity. 
3.2 Three dimensional effects on the aerodynamic characteristics  
The three-dimensional effects which are observed  to play a prominent role for wings with low AR 
have been studied by comparing with the 2D simulation for the root section (Selig-4083 camberline) 
of the rectangular wing (AR=0.6).  The aerodynamic coefficients obtained for the root section and the 
rectangular wing are compared and shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly evident from these plots that the 
aerodynamic characteristics obtained for 2D wing section is distinctly different from the rectangular 
wing. The 2D simulation as expected predicts a higher lift (Fig. 3(a)) and drag (Fig. 3(b)) coefficient 
with an early stall as compared to the 3D simulation. It is further observed that the rectangular is more 
stable    ÷
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dCm  when compared the 2D root section of the same wing (Fig. 3(c)). However the 
variation of lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) with angle of attack (a) for the 2D section and the rectangular wing 
are almost same except for the ( )maxDL which is significantly higher for the 2D case.  
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(a) Rectangular planform (b) Inverse Zimmerman  planform 
Fig. 1 Typical view of the grid on the symmetry plane and wing surface (AR=0.6) 
 
 
 
(a) Typical boundary conditions on X-Y plane (b) Typical boundary conditions on X-Z plane 
Fig. 2  Boundary condition and computational domain for H-H grid topology  
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 and particle trace are shown in Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5 respectively. The value of suction and stagnation pressure obtained by the 2D simulation is 
almost double than that obtained by 3D simulation which justifies the higher lift coefficient obtained 
for the 2D wing section (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). For the 2D simulation the entire aerofoil is covered by 
a separation bubble (Fig. 5) at a=10o which is consistent with the early stall prediction. On the other 
hand, the flow remains attached for the rectangular wing at the same angle of attack (a) with the 
formation of the tip vortex as shown in Fig. 8(a). This analysis has clearly indicated the strong three 
dimensional influence on the aerodynamic characteristics of thin wings with low AR and hence one 
cannot approximate the 3D wing by 2D section as typically done for higher AR in order to reduce the 
computational effort.  
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(a) Lift coefficient (b) Drag coefficient 
  
(c) Moment coefficient (d) Lift-to-Drag(L/D) ratio 
Fig. 3 Variation of aerodynamic coefficients for wing section and                                           
wings with two  different planforms  (Re=2.4´105) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Surface Contours of  Cp  on the  root section 
of the  wing (Re=2.4´105, a=10o) 
Fig. 5 Computed particle trace on the  root 
section of the wing (Re=2.4´105, a=10o) 
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3.3 Effect of planform on the aerodynamic characteristics 
In this subsection the 3D simulations carried out for thin wings with different planforms viz., 
rectangular and inverse Zimmerman at Re=2.4´105 are presented. Simulations for the rectangular 
planform have been carried out up to the stall (a ranging from 0o to 35o) where as for the wing with 
inverse Zimmerman planform results are currently available only for few angles of attack.  Fig. 6  and 
Fig. 7  show the computed contours of  surface pressure  coefficient (Cp) on the suction and pressure 
side for rectangular and  inverse Zimmerman  planform respectively. The pressure distribution 
obtained is quite realistic with the rectangular wing having higher suction and stagnation pressure 
zones as compared to the wing with inverse Zimmerman planform. The typical streamlines computed 
for the two planforms at a=10o are shown in Fig. 8. For both the configurations the flow is observed 
to remain attached on the surface of the wing and also the tip vortex has been captured reasonably 
well. 
 
The aerodynamic coefficients computed for the two planforms are shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly evident 
from these figures that the variation of Cl with angle of attack are almost similar at lower angles of 
attack and deviates only at higher angles of attack with the rectangular wing having a higher lift 
coefficient. Further there is a small kink observed in the lift curve of the wing at around a=8o which is 
more prominent for the wing with inverse Zimmerman planform.  In the measurement data also a 
similar kink was observed in the Cl curve for the experiments carried out for low AR wings at low Re 
[7]. On the other hand, there is no significant difference observed in the variation of Cd with a for the 
two planforms with the wing with inverse Zimmerman planform having a lesser drag resulting in 
almost identical variation of lift-to-drag ratio (L/D). The maximum lift-to-drag coefficient 
( )( )maxDL for the present computation is obtained around  a=5o which is of the same order as 
obtained by the measurement [7] carried out for a different low AR wing and different Reynolds 
number.  The simulation for the wing with inverse Zimmerman planform at higher angles of attack is 
in progress. 
  
 
  
Fig. 6 Surface contours of Cp on the wing with rectangular  planform (Re=2.4´105,  a = 10o) 
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Fig. 7 Surface contours of Cp on the wing with inverse Zimmermann planform (Re=2.4´105, a = 10o) 
 
 
(a) Rectangular planform (b) Inverse Zimmerman  planform 
Fig. 8 Computed streamlines  on the wing with different planforms (Re=2.4´105, a = 10o) 
 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
 
The RANS3D flow solution code has been successfully used for flow past thin low AR wings and 
wing section at a relatively low Reynolds number (Re=2.4´105) in order to study the effect of three 
dimensional flow and different planform shapes on the aerodynamic characteristics.   The realistic 
flow characteristics obtained by the present simulations confirms the adequacy of the mathematical 
modeling and the numerical accuracy of the RANS3D code. Due to the non availability of the 
measurement data for the present wing configuration and Reynolds number, the results obtained by 
this computations have been  compared with the measurement for a different low AR wing and 
different Re (105)  and  found to agree reasonably well with measurement data in a qualitative sense. 
Further analysis will be carried out for the wing using higher order spatial discretization schemes as 
well as finer grid resolution especially in the boundary layer and near the wing tip. Work is in progress 
to incorporate the correlation based transition model in the RANS3D code.  
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